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McGill's multiple mutual informations are useful to systematically describe 
multiple interactions of frequency data with general n-way. The asymptotic 
behaviour of the maximum likelihood estimators of them is analysed in terms of 
mutually independent x2-distributions. On the basis of the results, the concept 
of semi-independence is introduced as a finer one of the concept of independence 
in the ordinary sense, and is used to interpret various multiple interactions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the central problems in the analysis of frequency data or contingency 
tables is to formulate and construct a system of "good" statistics associated 
with multiple interactions in terms of frequency numbers of relevant random 
variables, and also to analyse their statistical properties in terms of x2-distribu - 
tions. Two kinds of underlying models are usually considered, the additive 
ones and the multiplicative ones (e.g., Lancaster (1951, 1969, 1971), Roy and 
Kastenbaum (1956), Darroch (1974), Zentgraf (1975), etc.). The log-linear 
models may be included among multiplicative ones (e.g., Birch (1963), Habermart 
(1973), etc.). 
On the other hand, the information-theoretic analysis of multiple interactions 
has been studied based on the calculation of a certain kind of log-likelihood 
ratios, the information of the Kullback-Leibler type (e.g., Kul!back (1959) 
Ku and Kullback (1968), Ireland and Kullback (1968), and also cf. Kendall 
(1951), Rao (1966)). 
In such an information-theoretic approach, however, any systematic formula- 
tion of "many" multiple interactions in the general case with n-dimensional 
frequency data has not yet been established in such a manner that any two taken 
from the relevant class of X2-statistics are mutually independent and that any 
possible multiple interaction is decomposed into a sum of these X2-statistics~ 
The main attention of the present paper is focused on this aspect. The main 
purpose is (i) to describe multiple interactions in multidimensional frequency 
data in terms of McGill's (or Fano's) multiple mulual informations (see McGiU 
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(1954), Fano (196I)), (ii) to clarify the property of the underlying model concern- 
ing the parameters of probability, which naturally leads to the introduction of 
the concept of semi-independence as a finer one of the ordinary concept of 
independence (this model is equivalent to Lancaster's (1969) additive model for 
the general n-dimensional case), (iii) to show that the set of the maximum 
likelihood estimators of McGill's multiple mutual informations are simul- 
taneously subject asymptotically to mutually independent x2-distributions, 
which we propose to use as statistics for testing the null hypotheses of semi- 
independence, and finally (iv) to establish the necessary and sufficient condition 
for an element in a wider class of informations (i.e., in the correlative ntropy 
space; see Han (1975)) to have an analogous asymptotic property. 
The results reveal that there is a close "structural" analogy among the analysis 
of variance, the analysis of frequency data by additive molel, and the inform- 
ation-theoretic analysis of frequency data. This analogy seems to stem from the 
fact that either of these systems of analysis is constructed based on the principle 
of "inclusi0n-exclusion" (Rota (1964)). A possibility of such an analogy has 
been suggested earlier in McGill (1954), Garner and McGill (1956), and Garner 
(1958). 
2. BOOLEAN LATTICE OF RANDOM VARIABLES AND THE DIFFERENCE OPERATION 
In this preparatory section, we briefly review from Han (1975) the basic nota- 
tion and concepts which will be used in the sequel. 
Let {X 1 ..... X~} be the set of n (nmtually dependent) one-dimensional random 
variables, where each X~ (a ~ 1,..., n) takes values in q~a = (1 .... , N~}. The set 
X of all subsets of (X 1 .... , Xn} forms an obvious Boolean lattice by the set- 
inclusion relation. The X will be called the lattice of random variables. The 
elements of X will be denoted by Greek letters ~, fi, 7 ..... 
In particular, the maximum element (X1 ..... X~} of X will be denoted by E 
(or X~), and the minimum element, i.e., the empty subset of {X 1 ..... X,~} by q~. 
The complement & of cz (eX) is the element such that 
& v a =E,  & A ~ --qk (2.1) ~ 
The above set-inclusion relation induces the partial order ~< on X: ~ ~</3 if 
and only if the subset ~ is included in the subset/3 (c~,/3 c X). The rank r(c 0 of c~ 
(EX) is defined as the number of elements Xa's in the subset ~. The singletons 
{Xa}'s, elements of rank one, are called atoms of X. 
By regarding each element cz = {X~,..., Xa~:} of X as specifying the h-dimen- 
sional marginal variable vector (Xal ..... X%) of the entire n-dimensional variable 
1 The join v and meet ^  on X are defined by set-theoretic union and intersection, 
respectively. 
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vector E = (X1 ,... , Xn) and so by indifferently identifying one with the other, 
we may consider the Boolean lattice as being formed of all marginal variable 
vectors of E. We should regard the 0-dimensional random variable ¢ as a random 
variable taking a constant with probability one. 
Let the direct product q)l × "'" × qsn be denoted by ~n. Then, a value of 
E = (X 1 ..... Xn) ~- X1 v -.' v Xn is specified by an n-tuple of indices i n = 
(il ,..., in) ~ ~b~. Similarly, a value of the k-dimensional random variable ~ 
X% v "" v X% is specified by a k-tuple of indices (i% ..... i%) ~ q~% X "'" x ~%.  
We write, for simplicity's ake, 
(2.2) 
i(~) = (G ,..., G). (2.3) 
Every n-dimensional value in= (i 1,..., in) of E = X 1 v "- .v X ,  uniquely 
assigns to each k-dimensional random variable ~ = X,~ v '.. v Xq~ its value 
i(~) = (i,~ ,..., i%) in such a way that i(a) is the (a a .... , ak)-th projection of i n, i.e., 
the pth component of i(a) is the a~th component of i n. In particular, we have 
i (E)  = i n = (i 1 .... , i~). Throughout in the sequel, unless otherwise stated, we 
use the notational convention that i(a) be the (a 1 ,..., ak)th projection of i n. I t  
should be noted that under this convention, if ~ ~< fi, i(~) is regarded also to be 
the projection of i(fi) and so the value of i(fi) uniquely determines that of i(a). 
Let the probabil ity distribution ore  = (X 1 .... , Xn) be Pi(e) = Pr( X~ = i (E)}, 
where i (E)  ~ ~b n, called the parameters of  probabil ity. Then, the marginal distribu- 
tion Pi(~) of ~ a X is given by 
Pi(~) = ~ Pi(e) (i(~) ~ q)~), (2.4) 
i(cT) 
where the sum is taken over all values i(&) in ~a.  In particular, P i (e )  = 1. 
Let us assign to each a ~ X the entropy h(a) in Shannon's ense: 
h(oz) = - -  ~ Pi(~) log pi(~) , (2.5) 
i(eO 
where log is taken to the natural base e. Obviously, h(¢) = 0. 
We shall here introduce the concept of  difference operator A for a function on X 
to simplify the description. Let f (~)  be an arbitrary function on X. The difference 
(function) Af (~)  is defined as 
A/ (~)= Z (--1)"~)-"<~)f(t~) (~X) .  (2.6) 2 
2 The  sum on the  r ight -hand s ide is taken  w i th  respect  to ]3. 
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Then the summation identity 
f(~) = ~ df(fi) (~ cX) (2.7) 
holds (principle of inclusion-exclusion; Rota (1964)). 
The difference Ah(~) of the entropy (function) h(~) is given by 
~h(~) = Z (--1)~(~)-~'')h(~). (2.8) 
The quantity (--1)r(~)-lAh(c~) coincides with McGill's (orFano's) multiple mutua[ 
information among Xal ,..., X%, where a - -X% v . "v  X%, and in the case 
r(~) = 2, it reduces to Shannon's mutual information. The concept of multiple 
mutual information (for r(a) = 3) has originally been introduced by McGill 
(1954) and its systematic definition for general r(c 0 = n has been given by 
Fano (1961). The lattice-theoretic formulation used here is due to Han (1975). 
Since Ah(~) : 0 and Ah(X~) - h(X~) for every atom X~ c X, we have, from 
identity (2.7) with ~ = 2, 
Sn ~ L h (Xa) -  h (E )=-  Z Ah(7')" (2.9) 
x=i r(v)~>2 
The S,~ is called the total correlation (Watanabe (1969)), which is nonnegative 
for any distribution Pi(E) and vanishes if and only if X 1 ..... X~ are independent. 
In the sequel, we shall call the difference dh(c¢) (without he sign (--1) ~(~)-1) 
McGill's multiple mutual information. 
3. LOCAL NONPOSITIVITY OF MULTIPLE MUTUAL INFORMATIONS 
In this section we shall show the nonpositivity "in local" of McGill's multiple 
mutual informations by expanding them in terms of the parameters ofprobability 
up to the second order. 
First, we prepare the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let g(') be a constant function on X, and f(.) an arbitrary function 
on the set {X 1 ..... Xn} of atoms of X; then we have the following identities. 
(i) ~g(~) = 0, for r(~) ~> ~, (3.1) 
(ii) A (•  f(Xa)) = 0, for r(~) ~> 2. (3.2) 
\Xa<~c~ 2 
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Pro@ Let g@) = c o (c~ 6 X) where c o is a constant; then 
Ag(o 0 =Co ~ (__1)~(~)_~,, , ~eo~ (__l) k(~n) ~Co(1- -1 )  ~=0 
because m ~ r(~) ~> 1. On the other hand, 
~<V<a Xa<v 
X,~<~ X,,<V<o: 
because r(~) -- r(X,) ~ 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (yi(e) I i (E)~ ~n} be a collection of [(/in[ real numbers 
indexed by i(E), and put Yi(~) = ~i(s) Y~(e) (a ~ X). Let wq,.. . ,  wi, be positive 
real numbers indexed by i 1 e ~1 .... , i~ ~ q)~ such that 
Wil ~ 1"" '  2 Wi~ ~ 1, 
i 1 in 
and put wi(~, ) : Iqx,<~ wi~ for o~ ~ X. 
I f  we define y*(~) by 
y*(~,) = ~ (Y'(~))' 
i(~x) Wi(a) 
(c~ e X), (3.3) 
we have the identity: 
y*(~) = Z u(~) (o~ ~ X) (3.4) 
or equivalently 
where 
,~y*(~,) = u(~), 




zi(~) = ~ (--1)~(~)-~(')wi(~^~)yi(~). (3.7) 
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Pro@ See Lemma 5.1 with a = ~ of Han (1977). In particular, the equi- 
valence between (3.4) and (3.5) is seen from identity (2.7). Q.E.D. 
Let us denote by P+ the set of all probability distributions Pi(E)'s on ~ such 
that 
Pi(e) > 0 for every i(E) ~ ~n. (3.8) 
Furthermore, let us denote by Po + the set of all independent probability distri- 
butions P~(E) in P+, i.e., the set of all P~(e) such that 
Pi(E) ~- P i (x  1) "'" P~(X.) . (3.9) 
In the sequel, we suppose that an independent distribution o pq~) ~ Po + is given 
and fixed. 
We have the following expansion formula about the p°(E ~ for McGill's multiple 
mutual informations. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let r(c~) >~ 2 (~ 6 X), and letpi(e) ~P+. Put, for/3 E X 
qi(E) Pi(E) 0 = - -  Pi(E) (i(E) ~ q)n), (3.1o) 
o o . (3 .11)  Pi(¢) ~ 2 Pi(E) , qi(~) ~ Z qi(E) 
Then, we have, for the probability distribution P~(e) ,
1 (rri(.)) 2 1 
• pO + 2R(~), (3.12) 
where 
~i(~) = ~, [_lV(~)-,'(.)~,o .. (i(a) ~ ~) ,  (3.13) ~. -1 J~i(a^p)Ui(y) 
5<v<~ 
(qi(~)) 3 (0 < 0i(~ ) < 1). (3.14) 
Proof. Suppose that r(c 0 /> 2. By expanding h(c 0 about o Pi(e) in terms of 
qi(e) in terms of qi(e) up to the second order, it follows that 
h(~) -~ ho(~ ) - -  ~ qi(.)(1 ~- logp°(~)) 
i(cO 
1 (qi(.)) 2 1 (qiG)) 3 
2 i~)  pOi(cz) + 6i~(~" ) (PO(co @Oi(coqi(a)) 2 ' 
(3.15) 
643/46/I -3 
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where 0 < Oi(~ ) < 1, and ho(a ) is the value of h(a) for p°(e ) : 
ho(a ) = _ ~ pO(~)logpO(~). (3.16) 
iCcO 
Since pO(e) is independent, we have 
ho(~ ) =- -  ~ o 1~ I" (3.17) Pi(E) log P°(x,) 
i(E) tXa<~o: ! 
Hence, applying the second part of Lemma 3.1 to (3.17) and noting r(~) >/2, it 
follows that Aho(o 0 = O. Similarly, by applying :Lemma 3.1 to the second term 
on the right-hand side of (3.15) and noting ~2i(~) q~(~) = 0, we see that its differ- 
ence vanishes. Hence, we have 
Ah(~)=- -~A ) .~) po + 
o On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 3.2 with Yi(~) ~ qi(~), wi(~) = Pi(~ 
and zi(~, ) = ~i(a) that 
A pO = pO , (3.19) 
i(cO " i(cO 
which proves (3.12). Q.E.D. 
The first term on the right-hand side of expansion formula (3.12) is a non- 
positive-definite quadratic form in qi(e)'s. It vanishes if and only if 
~i(~) == 0 (all i(a)'s ~ q~), (3.20) 
which defines a (linear) subspace P~ of P+. Clearly, p°(e ) ~ P~. 
Remark  1. Substituting (3.10) into (3.13), we have 
- -  Z (--1)r(~)-~(')P°(~) " (3 .21)  
Since the second term on the right-hand side of (3.21) vanishes by the first part 
of Lemma 3.1, we have the following expression for rri~): 
7r~(~) = ~ t--l~(~)-~(')p ° p 
.' i(a^p) i(v) 
o A o p~(~) (p~(.)/p~(.)) (a E X). (3.22) 
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The condition rr~(~) - -0  (all i(c0's ~ ~)  in this form coincides precisely with 
the condition of no interaction of (r(c 0 --  1)th order in Lancaster's (1969) sense. 
Remark 2. The analytic property "in global" of Ah(~)'s has been studied 
by Han (1975) of which Theorem 5.6 is closely related to the above Lemma 3.3. 
Define P(c) (e >~ 0) as the subset of P+ such that Pi(E) ~ P@)  if and only if 
0 ] Pi(e) -- Pi(e>l <~ e for all i(E)'s e q~n, where p°(E ) is a fixed element of P0+. We 
shall call elements of P(e) e-independent distributions. Similarly, define P~(e) 
(e >/0) as the subset of P+ such that Pi(e) e P~(e) if and only if[pitE) -- P~e.)[ ~ 
for some P~E) e P~ and for all i(E)'s e q~. Then, we have 
THEOREM 3.1 (Local nonpositivity of Ah(~)). Let r(c 0 >~ 2. Then, for any 
> 0, there exists an e > 0 such that Ah(~) is negative all over the region P(e) 
except he thin subregion P~(3). 
Proof. Note that the second term AR(c~) on the right-hand side of (3.12) is of 
the third order in qi(e)'s, and take a sufficiently small e > 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3. Equation (3.22) defining ~ri(~) coincides in form with that defining 
bi(~) (see (3.11) of Hart (1977)), so that, corresponding to (3.14) of Han (1977), 
we have the identity (r(~) >~ 1): 
7ri(~) = 0 (3.23)  
i (Xa)~ a 
for every a such that X a ~ c~. We see therefrom that the number of independent 
constraints for pi(e)'s in (3.23) is given by 
I-[ (Na --  1). (3.24) 3 
xa~ 
This does not vanish if N a ~> 2 for every X a ~< a, and hence P~ forms a "proper"  
subspace of P +. Therefore, it is concluded by Theorem 3.1 that Ah(~) is negative 
"almost everywhere" in P@) if ¢ is sufficiently small. 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF THE PARAMETERS AND SEMI-INDEPENDENCE 
We consider an additive decomposition of the parameters Pi(e) ~ P+ to define 
the concept of semi-independence among the random variables X 1 ,..., X n and 
thereby to give an interpretation to the above results. 
+ o 0 Let Pite) be an arbitrary distribution in P , and Pi(x~),...., Pi(x~) be the one- 
0 0 0 dimensional marginal distributions of Pice) • Set Pi(e) z Pilxl) .... , Pi(x,~l (accord- 
3 In  the case of c~ = $, the r ight -hand s ide shou ld  be regarded  as un i ty .  
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ingly, p°(e ) ~ P0+). Then, by expression (3.22) for ~ri(~) and by identity (2.7) 
with f(/3) o o ~- p~(o)/p~(e) and w~(~) = p~(9), it follows that 
Pi(~) = ~, P°(,^~,)Tri(,) (~ ~ X). (4.1) 
In particular, by putting c~ = E 
Pi(E) E o = pi(~,)rr,(~,). (4.2) 
¢~<v<E 
Equation (4.2) gives an additive decomposition of the parameters P~(e) into 
~q(~)'s (¢ ~ y <~ E). The decomposition is unique under condition (3.23). (As 
for the details of this type of decomposition, see Section 3 of Han (1977).) 
o Applying Lemma 3.2 to the case where Yi(~) = Pi(t~), wi(~) = Pi~t~) and a =E,  
we have 
~- - -V - - -=  ~ ~ po(P~(s ) )~ (~r'(~))2 (4.3) 
i(E) Pi(E) (~<~<~E i(v) i(7) 
Since zri(,) = p i (¢ )  = 1 and 7ri(x) ~- 0 for every atom Xa of X, the right-hand 
side of (4.3) is equal to 
(~'i(~,))~ 
X X o +1.  
r(~)>~2 i(~,) Pil'e) 
(4.4) 
Hence, 
--Pi(E)) = Z Z (Tr'(~'))z (4.5) 
0 o 
i(E) P~(E) r(~,)>~2 i~v) Pi(~,) 
Identity (4.5) includes the equation given by Darroch (1974) as a special case 
with E = X 1 v X 2 v X 3. 
TH~Oa~M 4.1. 
only i f  
Let ~ E X and Pi(z)E P+. Then, Pi(e) is independent i f  and 
7ri(~) ~-- ~ (--1)~(~)-~(~)p°(~^~)pi(~) = 0 (4.6) 
O<v<~ 
for every ~ E X such that r(a) >/2 and for all i(~)'s ~ q)~. 
Pro@ The left-hand side of (4.5) vanishes if and only i fpi(e ) is independent. 
On the other hand, the right-hand side of (4.5) vanishes if and only if condition 
(4.6) is satisfied for every ~ E X (r(~) >/2) and all i(c0's e q~. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 4.1 shows that the concept of independence in the ordinary sense is no 
longer "minimal" as a basis of describing various no-multivariate-interactions 
but rather should be regarded as a composite concept of finer ones specified by 
the condition wi(~) = 0. Based on this observation, we shall call a distribution 
Pi(E) ~ t)+ semi-independent with respect o c~ if ~r¢(~) --  0 for all i(a)'s ~ q)~ (cf. 
Remark 1). (The semi-independence thus defined is equivalent to the no-inter- 
action of (r(c 0 --  1)th order with respect o X~'s (X a ~ a) in Lancaster's (1969) 
sense.) Therefore, in view of Theorem 3.1, McGill's multiple mutual informa- 
tions Ah(a)'s carry on "informations" concerning semi-independence among the 
random variable vector ~ in the sense that Pi(e) in P(e) (for sufficiently small 
> 0) is semi-independent with respect o X~'s (Xa ~ ~) if and only if Ah(~) 
0. Also, we see that Pi(e) in P(¢) is independent if and only if Ah(~) ~ 0 for every 
~ X (r(~) ~ 2) (for sufficiently small e > 0). 
Remark  4. This interpretation of Ah(~) can also be derived by making use of 
identity (2.9) and Lemma 3.3. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let ~ = X 1 v X 2 in (4.6) and put Pi~i 2 =P i (x~,x . ) ,  Pi°t2 = 
0 O 0 0 
PqPi  2 , Pq  = Pi(x,), Pi 2 = Pi(x~) • Then, 
o o o o 
= - -  p i~P i l  4 -  ~i(x~xp Pi~i~ - -  PilPi~ Pi~Pi~ 
~-  P i l l  2 - -  PqP i~ • (4.7) 
Hence, the semi-independence 7ri(xa~x~)=0 ( i l e~ I , i2~b2) implies the 
independence between Xa and X 2 in the ordinary sense. The corresponding 
multiple mutual information is 
[ P~P'a J (4.8) Ah(A~ v )(2) =- Z Pq,~ 1°8 t~ J '  
i l i  2 
i.e., Shannon's mutual information I (X  1 ; )22) between X 1 and X 2 . 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let ~ = A~ v X 2 v X 3 and put Pi~i~i a
DiOli2ia 4`0 4,0 ~0 F i (X1)F i (X2)F i (Xs )  , e tc .  Then, 
0 0 o 
_ _ p iaP i l i2  77i(XIvX2vX3) P i l i~ i  a Pi~Pi~i3 - -  p i2P i~ix  
~- Pi(x~vx#xa ) ,
o o 0 o 
4-  P i~is P q pq i2P i  3 - -  P i l i~ i  8 
Hence, the condition 7/'i()i'lVaV2vav3)= 0 (semi-independence with respect to 
= X 1 v X 2 v X~) is 
Pqi~i3 = PqPi~i3 + P~P~3~I + Pi.~Pq~ - -  2p~Ip~p~,.  (4.9) 
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This coincides with the condition of no interaction of the second order in 
Lancaster’s (1969) sense. The corresponding multiple mutual information is 
This quantity was used by Darroch (1974) t o s h ow identity (2.9) for the special 
case E = X, v X, v Xa . It should be noted that dh(X, v X, v Xa) given by 
(4.10) is not “globally” nonpositive (i.e., not nonpositive for everyPi(XIVX,VX,) E 
P+), while dh(X, v X,) given by (4.8) is globally nonpositive; it is in the region 
P(c) with sufficiently small E that McGill’s multiple mutual informations may be 
considered as good measures of departure from semi-independences. 
Remark 5. The above concept of semi-independence with respect to X,‘s 
(X, < a) corresponds to that of no multifactor interaction with respect to 
A,‘s (A, < a; A,‘s are “factors” as usually defined in analysis of variance, in 
which the additive decomposition (4.2) of the parameters of probability has the 
completely same structure as the additive decomposition of the parameters of 
“means” in analysis of variance (cf. Han (1977)). 
In the following section, we shall show that the maximum likelihood estimators 
of (multiple of) dh( a: ‘s are subject asymptotically and independently to x2- ) 
distributions, and thereby clarify the relation to the relevant problem of hypo- 
thesis testing. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTOMATORS OF &z(a) 
Consider m independent random samples from the n-dimensional random 
variable vector E = (Xl ,..., X,), and suppose that, as a result of such m 
samplings, each n-dimensional value i(E) E @” has been taken rnicE) times, where 
m = 2, mi@) * (5.1) 
Accordiigly, the marginal random variable vector a: takes mica) times the value 
i(a) E CD, , where 
mi(d = C mim (a E X). (5.2) 
i(a) 
The m,(,)‘s (i(a) E @,) for each 01 E X are subject to a multinomial distribution 
with the means 
Ehd = m&cm) (5.3) 
and the variance-covariance matrix 
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where 6i(,,,j(,, is Kronecker’s delta: 
hd,&) = 1 for z(a) = j(m), 
c 0 for z(a) #j(a). 
The maximum likelihood estimator jica) of pica) is given by 
A(a) = %c&. (5.5) 
Likewise, the maximum likelihood estimators of Shannon’s entropy h(a) and 
McGill’s multiple, mutual informations Ah(a) are given, respectively, by 
AX(a) = c (-p-‘(“‘X(y). (5.7) 
6<v<n 
We shall now show that the estimator A/Z(E) is a good statistic for testing the 
“‘semi-independence” hypothesis with respect to the c-independent parameters 
pitE)‘s in P(C) in the “asymptotic” situation that E approaches zero as m tends to 
infinity. Thus, we shall confine our considerations to within the situation in 
which piCE) E P(O(m-l’z)), i.e.,’ $1~~~1 = pfcE, + O(m’1/2) as m --t CO, where 
PL, = Pk,) . . . Piqq and pf(X,, is the one-dimensional marginal distribution 
ofpicE) (a = L..., ~1. Set qicE) =pm) - pftE) and 
4b) = $T (m1’2c7id, 
then, we have the asymptotic expression 
(5-g) 
It is evident that J&j a&) = 0. 
To prove the main theorem, we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let a: E X (Y(Z) > 2). .Suppose that picE) E P(O(m-1’2)), then 
-2mAh(ol) converges as m --f CO in distribution to the statistic U”(N) dejked by 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
where fi,(,,) = CiCP, QE) ; ti;(E)‘~ (i(E) E CD’“) are subject to a multinormal distribution 
with the means E(Zi(E)) = a&) g ( iven by (5.8))) and th e variance-covariance matrix 
&,j(E) = P:m(&(E),j(E) - P$E)) (W, jw E @“>. (5.12) 
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Proof. By virtue of Lemma 3.3 and (5.6)-(5.7), we have 
where 
(5.15) 
ii(Y) = $i(Y) - Ph, ) 0 < P&) < 1. (5.16) 
Note that c&~)‘s (i(E) E din) are subject to a multinomial distribution with the 
means gitE) = picE) - pf,,, and the variance-covariance matrix rn-l~~(~),~(~) 
with G~(,J,~(,J given as (5.4) by putting 01 = E. Then, by the law of large number, 
ml~z~icE~‘s simultaneously converge in distribution to statistics EicE)‘s which obey 
a multinormal distribution with the means a&) = limm-,m (~G/~q~(~j) and the 
variance-covariance matrix (~0 2CE),I-‘(E) (given by (5.12)). Therefore, since &,,) = 
&, (ii(E) 9 HG/%&,~‘s converge in distribution to statistics +&j’s which obey a 
multinormal distribution with the means c&,) = IlilT, a&) and the variance- 
. 0 covariance matrix o~(~),~(,) defined by 
On the other hand, by a similar argument, both of the means and the variance- 
covariance matrix for wG/~&,)‘s simultaneously vanish as m--f co, and hence 
mr&&,)‘s converge in probability to zeros, and so also m&a). 
Summarizing these results, we complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark 6. As is seen from the process of the proof, in Lemma 5.1 we can 
take a common CitE) for all CL’S E X. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let jjS,E)‘~ (i(z) E @) be statistics which are subject, independently 
,from one another, to multinormal distributions with the means 2~0s and the variances 
p&‘s. Then, for any y E X, Fit,,) = yiC,,) - p~,,,~ (i(y)‘s E @,,) aYe subject to a 
multinormal distribution with the means zeros and the variance-covaviance matrix 
c$‘(,,),~(,,) [given by (5.17)), where 
Pi(v) = z: Y%(E) > 7 = c Y”i(E) . 
i(T) i(E) 
(5.18) 
Proof. It immediately follows from the direct calculation of the variance- 
covariance matrix. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 5.3. With the same notations as in Lemma 3.2, let yicE)‘s (i(E) E @) be 
subject, independently from one another, to a multinormal distribution with the 
means a$,‘s and the variances wicE)‘s. Then, u(a) de$ned by (3.6) and (3.7) is 
subject to a $distribution with the degree of freedom ]hIxasa (N, - 1). Furthermore, 
u(a) and u(p) are statistically independent if a # p. 
Proof. This lemma has already been established by Han (1977, Theorem 5.1). 
To be self-contained, the proof is again stated in the Appendix. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Main theorem). Let a! E X(r(a) > 2), and picE) !zpf,,, + 
m-1/2afo, as m -+ co. Then, -2m A& ) 01 converges in distribution to 01 X2-statistic 
with the degree of freedom 
JJ wa--1) (5.19) 
-%A, 
and with the noncentrality parameter pa2 given by 
Pti 2= - iz (2m Ah(a)) = iEJ y, 
z(a) 
(5.20) 
Furthermore, if a f /3, -2m Ah(a) and -2m AI%(~) converge in distribution to 
statistically independent X2-distributions. 
Remark 7. The statistics -2m Ah( a! can be negative but it is not inconsistent ) 
with the fact that -2m Ah(a) is distributed according to a X2-distribution, because 
the probability of -2m Ah(,) being negative approaches zero as m tends to 
infinity. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. As far as only the distribution is concerned with, the 
distribution of F&j in Lemma 5.1 may be calculated by putting 
%(E) = ah + ?i(E) ; ji(E) = Y”i(E) - P!(E) 3 
where FicE) , jjicE) are statistics as specified in Lemma 5.2. Then, since 
%M = 4%) + (AM -Pi%) Y) (Y E WY (5.22) 
substituting (5.22) into (5.11) yields 
- p&, c (-l)r(+r(Y)j. 
6<y<a 
(5.23) 
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Here we have used pi,=, = PLii,PkL,. The second term on the right-hand side of 
~(5.23) vanishes because of Lemma 3.1. Hence, 
(5.24) 
Then, by virtue of Lemma 5.3 withy,(s) and ~~(a) being replaced by airE) + yitE) 
and p&, , respectively, we see that G(a) (defined by (5.10)) is subject to a x2- 
,distribution with the degree of freedom given by (5.19). 
The part concerning the noncentrality parameter pa2 is obvious. Thus, we 
,establish the former part of the theorem. The latter part immediately follows 
from the latter part of Lemma 5.3 and Remark 6. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let !I E X(r(ol) 3 2), and let ri(or) be given by (4.6). Then, 
-2m Ah(a) converges in distribution to a “central” X2-distribution if and only if 
lim,,, (m1’27ri(,~) = Ofor all i(ol)‘s E CO= . 
Proof. We see from Theorem 5.1 that the corollary is valid if the above 
condition “limm+~(m1/2~i(n)) = 0” is replaced by “$cel = 0.” On the other 
hand, by substituting (5.9) into m1/2r,(a~ and using Lemma 3.1, it follows that 
these two conditions are equivalent to each other. Q.E.D. 
On the basis of Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.1, when m is sufficiently large, 
we can use the statistic -2m Oh(a) to test the null hypothesis if semi-indepen- 
dence m1/2~,(ey) = 0 (i(ol)‘s E @J, i.e., the “asymptotic” null hypothesis rica) = 
o(m-1/2)(i(ol)‘s E @,J. Since -2m Ah(ol)‘s are asymptotically independent from 
one another, these hypothesis testings based on -2m Ah(,)‘s are also mutually 
independent. 
Remark 8. Instead of -2m Ah(a), we may use the statistic zi(~) defined by 
(5.10)-(5.11) with F&C,,) = m1/z&,), because both asymptotically coincide with 
each other. 
Note that -2m Ah(a) contains only m,(,) and no parameters, whereas zi(a) 
contains the parameters p&,’ s. Therefore, ti(a) can be used only when pfctij’s 
are known. When pfta,’ s are unknown, zi(a) may be modified to the following 
statistic at,(~) which does not contain any parameters: 




,qln) = (5.26) 
$kd = n (mi(.~a)‘m). (5.27) X,&B 
These z&(~l)‘s have the same distribution asymptotically as that of G((Y)‘s. 
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Let c~ = X 1 v X 2 . 
(i) --2m Af~(X l v X2) = 2 E ~flili2 log [ .~/- "-/1"tiI~/2 ], (5.28) 
ili= ~'nil~'li 2
(ii) rio(X1 v X2) = ~ (~ili2 - -  mi~ll'li2/~)2 (5.29) 
These statistics are both subject asymptotically to a central x~-distribution 
with the degree of freedom (N a --  1)(N2 -- 1) under the (semi-)independence 
hypothesis ~r~(X~ v )2~) ~pqq -- pqpq = 0 (see, e.g., Kendall (1951), Rao 
(1966)). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let c~ = X 1 v X 2 v X a . 
(i) - -2mA~(X 1v X 2 v Xa) = 2 ~ mqi2ialog [ -m-ili2iamilmi2mi~ ], 
/lg2/3 m ~ili2mi2i3~ni3il 
(ii) z/o(X , v X 2 v Xs) 
y~ (m~ - ,~mi~i./~ - m~m~,~/m - m,.m~a/m + 2m~i~m~dm~)~ 
ili2ia mqrai~mijm2 (5.31 )
These statistics are both subject asymptotically to a central x2-distribution 
with the degree of freedom (N 1 -  1 ) (N2- -1 ) (Na- -1 )  under the semi- 
independence hypothesis 7ri(x~x#x d ~ Pi l i2i  a - -  p i lP i2 ia - -  pi2Pia q - -  piaPi l i~ @ 
2pqpi2pi~ = O. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. By virtue of identity (2.9) as well as identity (4.5) with 
Pi(E) mi(E)/ln and p0(E ) ~0 = ~ Pi(E) , we have 
(iii) 2roSa -2  Y, mili~ialog[ -y121nili2ia-] 
ili~i a ~nil~']~i27nia 
= [--2m Ah(Xa v X2) ] + [--2m Ah(X~ v Xa) ] 
+ [--2m Ah(Xa v X~)] + [--2m A[ffX~ v )22 v Xa)], (5.32) 
(iv) Z (7]*ili2ia --  milmi2mia/m2)2 
ili2i3 ~llix~i21nia/~2 
= do(& ,, G)  + ~o(X~ v x~) + ao(X.~ ,, G)  
+ a0(& v x~ ~ &) .  (5.33) 
Statistics (5.32) and (5.33) are both subject asymptotically to a central X 2- 
distribution with the degree of freedom _~qAr2N 3 -- (N 1 + N 2 q- N3) q- 2 
(G  - 1 ) (G - 1 ) (G-  1) + (G  - 1 ) (G-  1) + (G-  1) (G ~- 1) + 
(N" 3 --  1 ) (N1-  1) under the independence hypothesis Pqqi~ = PqPqPq (e.g., 
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Rao (1966)). These equations give the decomposition of the ordinary indepen- 
dence pq,2ia ~- PqPqPi~ into the four semi-independences ~i(x#x~) = O, rri(x2~xa ) ~- 
O, 7ri(x3~x~ ) = 0 and ~ri(x~x#x3) = O. 
6. MINIMAL X2-STATISTICS 
So far we have shown that a class of information quantities, that is, (the 
estimators of) McGill's multiple mutual informations --2m Ah(~)'s (r(~)/> 2) 
are subject asymptotically to x2-distributions. 
In this section, we shall specify a necessary and sufficient condition for an 
information quantity to have such an asymptotic statistical property. 
Let H(X) be the set of all linear combinations of h(a)'s (c~ ~ X) in X, and let 
H0(X ) be theset of all elements of H(X) which vanish for every independent 
probability distribution. The H0(X ) is ealled the correlative entropy space, and 
its element is called a correlative entropy. Each correlative ntropy may be 
considered as measuring the degree of a relevant multiple interaction among 
some random variables. 
Let c be a correlative ntropy. Then, we have the unique expression for c: 
c= • h~Ah(c~), (6.1) 
r(a)/>2 
where h~'s (r(~) >~ 2) are constants (see, Han (1975)). The maximum likelihood 
estimator ~of c is given by 
e = ~, h~ Af~(~). (6.2) 
r(~)~>2 
THEOREM 6.1. The necessary and sufficient condition for --2mE to converge in 
distribution to a xZ-distribution is that k~' s are all I or O. In this case, the degree of 
freedom is equal to the sum of those with coefficients ha = 1. 
Proof. It immediately follows by writing as 
--2m~ = Z k~(--2m Afz(~)) 
r(a)/>2 
and by using Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D. 
It is concluded from Theorem 6.1 that any independence r lation in P(¢) 
associated with (the estimator of) a correlative ntropy --2rag is uniquely 
decomposed into the "semi-independence" relations associated with --2m Ah(~)'s 
(r(a) ~ 2), and --2m 2j~(a) can no longer be decomposed into a sum of more 
fundamental X2-statistics. Thus, the set of the statistics 2m Ah(a)'s (r(c 0 >~ 2) 
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forms the "minimal" measuring basis of multiple interactions in P(e) (for 
sufficiently small e). An analogous minimality in analysis of variance has been 
pointed out by Han (1977). 
APPENDIX:  PROOF OF LEMMA 5.3 
Put 
Si(E) = Yi(E)/(Wi(E)) 1/2, i (E)  a Cn. 
Noting that, for any/3 c X, wi(e ) = w¢(B)wi(B), we have 
y,(/3) = 2 
i(E),j(E) 
Hence, putting 
C(OQi(e) d(e ) =- 
we have 
~iCB),j(B)(fJ3iC~))l/2(Wj(~)) 1/2 Si(E)SjCE). 
u(c~)= ~ c(~)aE),j(~)si(e)sj(e). (A.2) 
i(E),j(E) 
On the other hand, (A.1) is transformed to
C(O~)i(E),J(E) = H (~ibJb- (gOibWJb)1/2) H (WivWJC) 1/2, (A.3) 
xb<~ xc<s 
which is immediately ascertained by expanding the right-hand side of (A.3). 
Let us define anPa(d=l  .... ,n) by 
p~ = ((w,)i/2(wj~)l/~). 
Furthermore, let Ea (d = 1 .... , n) be an Na-dimensional unit matrix, i.e., 
Ea = (3i~,j~), and let C(~) be an N1 "'" N~-dimensional matrix defined by 
C(~) = (c(~),~).j(~)). 
Then, (A.3) is rewritten as 
C(~) = H ®(E~--Po)  [ I  ®P~,  
where the symbol @ means Kronecker product of matrices. Accordingly, (A.2) 
is rewritten by putting s ~- (si(e)) as 
,(~) = s~C(~)~.  
(--1) *'(~)-r(m ~i<~),j(~)(wi<~))l/Z(wj(~))l/2, (i.1) 
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Note that Pa is a matrix specifying the orthogonal projection on the l -d imen- 
sional linear subspace Va generated by the vector w = ((wid)l/2). Likewise, 
Ea -  Pa is a matrix specifying the orthogonai projection on the (N a -- I)-  
dimensional subspace Va ±, i.e., the orthogonal complement of V d . Since the 
Kronecker product A @ B of projection matrices A, B is also a projection matrix 
with the rank equal to the product of those of _d and B, it is concluded that C(a) 
is an orthogolal projection matrix with the rank equal to 
[ l  (N~ -- 1). 
Xb<~ 
On the other hand, si(e)'s are independent from one another and have the variance 
unity. Consequently, by virtue of Cochran's theorem (e.g., Wilks, 1944), the 
first part of the lemma follows. 
The second part is obtained by noting that C(~) and C(fi) are mutually ortho- 
gonal, i.e., C(~)C(/3) = O (null matrix) if and only if there exists an X b such that 
X b ~ ~ and X b ~/~ or such that X~ ~< ~ and X~ ~< ft. Q.E.D. 
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